JACK STANDS
MODEL
NO.

1125 INDUSTRIAL COURT BENTON HARBOR MI 49022
PH 800-535-2257 FAX 269-925-7777

100% American Made

D-41608
D-41609
D-41610

CAPACITY
PER PAIR

10 TON
3 TON
6 TON

PART SHEET 56555

PRODUCT INFORMATION
SAFETY AND GENERAL INFORMATION
Save these instructions. For your safety, please read, understand, and follow the
information provided with this pair of jack stands before use. The owner and operator of
this equipment shall have an understanding of the jack stands and the safe operating
procedures before attempting to use. The owner and operator shall also be aware that use
of this product may require special skills and knowledge. Failure to heed these safe
operating procedures, instructions, and information provided herein may result in personal
injury and/ or property damage.
Inspect before use. Do not use if broken, bent, cracked, or damaged parts
(including labels) are noted. Any jack stand that appears damaged in any way, operates
abnormally or is missing parts, shall be removed from service immediately. If you suspect
that the jack stand was subjected to a shock load (a load dropped suddenly, unexpectedly
upon it), immediately discontinue use until the stand has been checked by a factory authorized service center or U.S. Jack Company. It is recommended that an annual inspection be done by qualified personnel.
SAFETY WARNINGS & PROPER OPERATION
U.S. Jack Company jack stands are vehicle support stands designed to be used in pairs
for supporting one end of a vehicle at predetermined/ fixed heights. These jack stands
lack the means for raising & lowering the vehicle. Our stands are in compliance with the
‘ASME PASE-2014 Safety Standard for Portable Automotive Service Equipment.’
- Use as a matched pair only. Do not use as a single stand—only use in pairs.
- Maximum load capacity per matched pair shall not exceed the rated capacity of
the individual stand. Rated capacity is per pair and not per stand.
- Use stands to support one end of a vehicle only. Stands are not to be used to
simultaneously support both ends of a vehicle.
- Use only on a hard, level surface.
- Center load in or over the depression on top of the saddle (this is the center of
the extension/ rack bar) as the top of the saddle is offset to one side.
- No alterations shall be made to this product.
- Failure to heed these safety warnings may result in personal injury and/ or
property damage.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION & SPECS

SIDE VIEW

Capacity
(Tons)
3
6
10

Model
Low Maximum Base Dimension
Number Height Height
L
W
D-41609
11"
17-3/4"
10"
10"
D-41610 16-1/4" 25-1/4"
11"
11"
D-41608
19"
28-1/2"
13-1/2"
13-1/2"

Shipping
Weight/PR
17 LBS.
32 LBS.
75 LBS.
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PAWL PAD DIMENSION

C
MODEL
D-41609
D-41610
D-41608

B

A
4.5"
5.6"
6"

B
1.25"
1.36"
2"

C
0.25"
0.28"
0.36"

TOP VIEW
BEFORE USE
1. Verify that the product and the application are compatible, if in doubt call U.S. Jack
Technical Support toll free at 1-800-535-2257.
2. Inspect stands before each use. Do not use if there are bent, broken or cracked
components noted. Ensure that all parts move freely.
3. Read this production information sheet completely and familiarize yourself
thoroughly with the product, and the hazards associated with its improper use,
before using this product.
OPERATING INSRUCTIONS/ PROCEDURES
Use only on areas of the vehicle as specified by the vehicle manufacture. Use
only on vehicles whose support points are compatible with the saddle of the jack
stand. Incompatibility may result in structural damage to the vehicle and/or jack stand.
Structural damage to either may result in sudden and unexpected loss of load height.
1. To adjust height - lift up on rack bar until teeth engage to the desired height.
2. To lower - lift handle up and pull out to disengage teeth allowing rack bar to lower
to the new height.
3. Carefully position the jack stands so that the load is centered on the saddles.
4. Ensure the stands are secure before loading.
5. Slowly lower the vehicle onto the stands.
6. Check to ensure the vehicle is secure before working on, around, or under. Use
wheel chocks on all wheels not lifted up, in both directions, to prevent inadvertent
movement.
To Lower the Load. Be sure all tools and personnel are clear before lowering
load
1. With a suitable jack or lifting device, raise the vehicle clear of the stands.
2. Carefully release by lifting up and out to disengage the teeth, allowing the rack bar
to glide down to its lowest position.
3. Carefully remove the stands, then carefully lower the vehicle with a suitable jack
or lifting device.
MAINTENANCE
Periodically inspect each stand. Ensure all parts move freely. Do NOT apply oil or
grease to any portion of this product. If rust appears, sand affected area and cover
with suitable utility paint. Please note that there are no replacement parts for this
product. Store stands in upright position and in a clean, dry area.

WARRANTY INFORMATION:
All U.S. Jack manufactured products are warranted for a period of one year against defects in material
and workmanship. This warranty is limited to the original consumer purchaser. Warranty does not cover
damage due to accident, neglect, or misuse, or products that have been altered or modified, or to which
attachments not recommended by the manufacturer have been added. Proof of purchase is required
and all warranty claims should be submitted directly to U.S. JACK COMPANY.
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